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“Next Year
in Jerusalem”

F

rom the perspective of the JewishChristian Reconciliation, certainly
Passover is the most important and
the most meaningful feast on the liturgical
calendar. For the Jews it is a time of great joy
for it not only celebrates national freedom,
the liberation from slavery, and the new birth
of a nation, it also reminds of God’s special
intervention who “passed over” the Israelite
houses marked with a sign of the blood of
a lamb. For the Christians, to this remembrance of the lessons of the Exodus is added
the remembrance of the Messiah who was
identified with the lamb of redemption and
through whom they experience new birth
and deliverance from the slavery of evil. For
both Jews and Christians this moment which
takes place during the spring season carries
the same message of deliverance and the same
hope of resurrection. Even the food, the drink,
and all the symbols associated with the rituals
of the feasts are common. The egg, symbol of
resurrection; the unleavened bread, symbol

of the broken body of the Messiah; the fruit
of the vine, symbol of the redeeming blood;
and the evocation of the lamb are present in
both ceremonies. All this speaks of the same
intense emotion of longing for a new life in
the new City. Christians do those rituals as a
sign of their hope “until He comes” (1 Corinthians 11:26) and the Jews sing the haggada
and accompany the last taste of the afikomen,
the hidden piece of the broken matzah, with
a proclamation of their great hope: they greet
each other with ba-shana habaah birushalayim, “next year in Jerusalem.”

Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.
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Ponder the
Passover!
By Richard M. Davidson, Ph.D
J.N. Andrews Professor of Old Testament Interpretation

I

from Egypt which the Passover commemorates
n a previous Shabbat Shalom meditation on
1
Passover, I focused on the principle of per(1 Corinthians 10:1–13), and at the same time
sonalization (corporate solidarity) found in
sets forth a Christian interpretation of the Passboth the Hebrew Bible and the Passover seder—a
over: “For Christ, our paschal lamb, has been
principle that embraces Jews
sacrificed. Let us,  therefore, celand Christians alike in their
ebrate the festival, not with the
New Testament writers
common Hebraic roots.  I also
old leaven, the leaven of malice
insist that already in the
mentioned other common Jewand evil, but with the unleavened
Hebrew Bible the sacrifiish-Christian themes associbread of sincerity and truth”2 (1
cial system, including the
ated with Passover—liberation,
Corinthians 5:7–8).  By pointing
hope, rebirth, purification, and
to Christ as the fulfillment of the
sacrifice of the Passover,
peace. In this study, however, I
Passover lamb, and by identifypointed forward to the
offer a uniquely Christian pering leaven as symbolic of “malice
death of the Messiah.
and evil,” Paul opens the way for
spective on Passover.
a thoroughgoing Christian readNew Testament writers insist that already in the
ing of the Passover ritual.
Hebrew Bible the sacrificial system, including the
sacrifice of the Passover, pointed forward to the
Following Paul’s lead, in this article I highlight
death of the Messiah (see, e.g., Hebrews 10:1–
the many-faceted Passover ritual set forth in the
10, citing Psalm 40:6–8; 1 Peter 2:23 and Acts
biblical text (primarily Exodus 12), and suggest
8:32, citing Isaiah 53:7; cf. Daniel  9:27).  Jesus,
a Christian interpretation of the Passover which
at the time of the Passover meal eaten the night
emerges as one examines these details in light of
before his crucifixion, announced that the Passthe sacrifice of Jesus.
over bread and wine were symbols of his atoning sacrificial death (Matthew 26:26–28; Mark
1.  Foundational significance of Passover. Exodus
14:22–24; Luke 22:14–20).   The apostle Paul
12:2 indicates that the month in which the Passaffirms the historical importance of the Exodus
over lamb was slain (called Abib [later Nisan];
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see Exodus 13:4) was henceforth to be considgospel accounts between the Synoptic Gospels
ered by Israel as “the beginning of months.”  This
(Matthew, Mark, and Luke), which refer to the
underscored the foundational nature of Passover
“Lord’s Supper” (occurring on Thursday evening) as a paschal meal (Matthew 26:17; Mark
in the Hebrew liturgical calendar, and such is fur14:12; Luke 22:7–8), and the Gospel of John,
ther emphasized in the placement of Passover as
the first of the annual round
which seems to describe JeBy pointing to Christ as the
sus’ death on the afternoon
of festivals in Leviticus 23.  
fulfillment
of
the
Passover
of   “the Preparation Day”
Understood Christologically,
Passover may be regarded as
(Friday) as coming before the
lamb, and by identifying
the foundation and beginning
Passover meal ( John 13:1;
leaven as symbolic of “malice
of antitypical salvation his18:28; 19:14).   But rightly
and evil,” Paul opens the way
tory in the Messianic Age.
understood against their
for a thoroughgoing Christian
contemporary background
2.  Focus on the lamb. Acof Passover calculations, the
reading of the Passover ritual.
cording to Exodus 12:3, and
Synoptic Gospels and John
repeated often throughout the chapter, the focus
are both correct.  In the first century C.E., there
of Passover is on the paschal lamb: “Every man
were two major interpretations of the phrase
shall take for himself a lamb according to the
“between the two evenings.”4  According to the
house of his father, a lamb for a household.”  As we
Sadducees and Samaritans (and also represented
have noted above, Paul asserted that “Christ, our
in Targum Onkelos), “between the two evenings”
paschal lamb, has been sacrificed” (1 Corinthians
referred to the time of twilight, from sunset till
5:7).  John the Baptist  recognized the sacrificial
dark.  According to the Pharisees (and representlamb as prefiguring Jesus: “Behold the Lamb of
ed in the Talmud), “between the two evenings”
God, who takes away the sin of the world” ( John
referred to the time between the evening sacrifice
1:29; cf. v. 36).  Throughout the New Testament
(the ninth hour [3 p.m.]) and sunset.
there is sustained focus on Jesus as the Lamb
(some 35 references).
Jesus fulfilled the timing of both calculation
methods!  He ate the Lord’s supper on Thursday
evening after sunset, at the beginning of the four3.  Perfect timing. Exodus 12:3 also indicates
that the lamb was to be set apart for slaughter on
teenth day of Nisan (remember that days in the
the tenth day of the first month.  This timing is
first century were reckoned to begin at sunset),
precisely fulfilled as Jesus, by his triumphal entry
in harmony with the reckoning of the Passover
on the ninth day and his cleansing the temple on
by the Sadducees and Samaritans.  And he died
the tenth day of Abib (Nisan), precipitates his beat 3 p.m. of the fourteenth day of Nisan, just as
ing set apart on the tenth day for sacrifice (Mark
the first Passover lambs were to be slain, accord3
11:1–18).
ing to the interpretation of the Pharisees.  Jesus
instituted the Lord’s Supper and died as the anAccording to Exodus 12:5 (and Leviticus 23:5),
titypical Passover lamb—both precisely on time
the lamb was to be slain on the fourteenth day
in fulfillment of the ambiguously-worded timing
of the first month (Abib/Nisan), “in the evening”
in Exodus 12:6.
(RSV), literally, “between the two evenings.”
Scholars have often posited a confusion in the
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4.  A perfect, complete sacrifice.  Several details of
the Passover ritual set forth in Exod 12 point
forward to the perfect and complete sacrifice of
the Lamb of God.  The paschal lamb was to be
“without blemish” (v. 5), and Peter points to Jesus who redeemed us as a “lamb without blemish and without spot” (1 Peter 1:19).   Not one
of the Passover lamb’s bones was to be broken (v.
46), and John indicates how this was fulfilled in
the experience of Jesus on the cross ( John 19:33,
36).   Contiguous with Passover was the Feast
of Unleavened Bread, which lasted seven days
(Abib 15–21; see Exodus 12:15; 13:6–7; Leviticus 23:6–8)—the number seven again implying
completeness and perfection.
The bread of the Passover service and the seven-day feast that followed was free from leaven
(Exodus 12:8, 15–20).  While in the biblical text
this is related to the haste of the original Passover setting, in which there was no time for the
bread to be leavened before the Israelites left
Egypt (Exodus 12:34–35, 39), the strong prohibition against, and penalty for, having any leaven
in the house at the time of Passover, points to a
symbolic meaning of the leaven far beyond the
circumstance of haste (Exodus 12:15).5  Already
in the Passover account it seems that “the prohibition against ‘leaven’ has to do with the purity of
the newly ground grain. . . . There may be also undertones of suspicion of the process of fermentation that leaven promotes.”6  The rabbis explicitly
interpreted leaven to symbolize moral and spiritual corruption,7 and in the New Testament the
messianic implications of the unleavened bread
are made clear: Jesus announced the fulfillment
of the unleavened paschal bread in himself (Matthew 26:16; Mark 14:22; Luke 22:19), and Paul
states (in the context of Passover and the Feast
of Unleavened Bread) that the absence of leaven
symbolizes freedom from “malice and evil” on the
part of Christian believers (1 Corinthians 5:8).  
 SHABBAT SHALOM

Thus the unleavened bread of the Passover meal
and the seven-day feast that follows may be seen
to prefigure both the absolute sinless nature of
Jesus, and the removal of sin on the part of those
who receive the life and nourishment of Jesus, the
Bread of Life.
5.   An ample, all-inclusive, sacrifice.   Exodus
12:4 reveals that “according to each man’s need
you shall make your count for the lamb.”  At the
time of the Exodus, households joined together,
if necessary, so that the number of persons would
match the amount of lamb to be eaten.  The Passover was also open for non-Israelites; all those
non-Israelites who wished to join with Israel
could be circumcised, and partake of the Passover meal (Exodus 12:48). A Christian reading
sees here foreshadowed the theological truth that
the antitypical Lamb of God, Jesus the Messiah,
was slain for all, and no one was left out in being eligible to receive the blessings of his sacrifice
(see, e.g., John 3:16; Romans 3:23–24; 5:6, 8, 18;
1 Timothy 4:10).
6.  Personal appropriation of the sacrifice.  The personal application and appropriation of the Passover sacrifice is indicated by several details of the
ritual depicted in Exodus 12.  After killing the
lamb, Israelites were instructed to “take some of
the blood and put it on the two doorposts and on
the lintel of the houses where they eat it” (v. 7).  
A Christian reading finds here the truth that the
merits of Christ’s blood must be applied to the
doorposts of the human heart.  One must believe
not only that Christ died for the whole world, but
that He died for him/her individually.  It is necessary to appropriate to oneself by faith the virtue
of Christ’s atoning sacrifice.  As the apostle John
put it, “The blood of Jesus Christ His son cleanses us from all sin. . . . If we confess our sins, He is
faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and cleanse
us from all unrighteousness” (1 John 1:7, 9).

According to Exodus 12:22, the blood was to be
applied to the doorposts and lintel with a bunch
of hyssop, a plant known for its properties of
absorbing liquid.  The repentant King David no
doubt alluded to this when he prayed, “Purge me
with hyssop, and I shall be clean” (Psalm   51:7
[Heb 9]).  In effect, David asks God to personalize the Passover experience for him:  “Cover me
with the blood of the Passover lamb, and I shall
be clean!”
Notice that the blood was not to be placed on
the door step; no one was to trample the blood
underfoot.  The author of Hebrews may have alluded to the spiritual meaning behind this, as he
warns against the one “who has trampled the Son
of God under foot, who has treated as an unholy
thing the blood of the covenant that sanctified
him” (Hebrews 10:29).
Personal appropriation of the sacrifice also took
place by eating of the lamb: “Then they shall eat
the flesh on that night” (Exodus 12:8).   Jesus,
speaking in the context of Passover ( John 6:4), as
well as the giving of the manna, stated categorically to his hearers: “unless you eat the flesh of the
Son of Man and drink His blood, you have no
life in you” ( John 6:53).  Jesus further indicated
that the appropriation of his life on the part of
his followers takes place as his words are appropriated (v. 63).  By this instruction Jesus taught
that it is not enough to believe in him for forgiveness of sin; one must by faith be constantly
receiving spiritual strength from him through
his word.  Personal appropriation of the paschal
sacrifice is also experienced by the Christian as
he/she participates in the Lord’s Supper (communion), which is the New Testament transformation of the Passover ritual instituted by Jesus
himself (Matt 26:17–30; Mark 14:12–26; Luke
22:14–22).

The eating of the lamb was to be accompanied by
the eating of bitter herbs. The bitter herbs hark
back to the bitterness of bondage experienced by
Israel in Egyptian bondage (Exodus  1:14), and
a Christian interpretation of the Passover ritual
correlates this to the bitter experience of the sinner while in bondage to sin (see Acts 8:23), and
the attitude of contrition on the part of one who
recognizes his sinfulness and comes to Christ in
repentance, seeking forgiveness through his blood
(see Matthew 26:75; Luke 22:62).
According to Exodus 13:8, when the Hebrews
came into the Promised Land, they were to say to
their children regarding the Passover celebration,
“This is done because of what the Lord did for me
when I came up from Egypt.”  The Passover Haggadah captures the implication of this verse: “Let
every person, in every generation, think of himself as one of those who came out of Egypt.”  In
the biblical understanding of corporate solidarity,
Israel is a single, unified corporate entity; what
happens to one or some, happens to all, and vice
versa.  Thus the history of Israel’s forefathers at
the Exodus is the personal history of every subsequent generation.  A Christian reading of Passover applies this principle of corporate solidarity
to the death of Jesus, which is equated with his
“Exodus” (Luke 9:31, Greek exodos).8  The apostle Paul writes, “For the love of Christ compels
us, because we judge thus: that if One died for
all, then all died; and He died for all, that those
who live should live no longer for themselves,
but for Him who died for them and rose again”
(2 Corinthians 5:14–15).  This is the message of
the Christian gospel: when Jesus died, all of us
humans were there; we died in him; and we rose
in him.  In Jesus Christ we were brought out of
the realm of death into the realm of life, and as
we accept by faith the good news of his sacrifice,
it becomes a saving reality in our lives.
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will pass through the land of Egypt on that night
7.  Propitiatory, substitutionary sacrifice.  According to the divine instructions for the Passover
[Passover]. . . . Now the blood shall be a sign for
ritual, the lamb was to be “roasted in fire” (Exoyou on the houses where you are.  And when I see
dus 12:8).  The command is precise and direct:
the blood, I will pass over [pasach] you; and the
“Do not eat it raw, nor boiled at all with water,
plague shall not be on you to destroy you when
but roasted in fire—its head with its legs and its
I strike the land of Egypt” (Exodus 12:12–13).  
entrails” (v. 9).  One may still observe the roastVerse 23 elaborates the same point: “For the Lord
ing of the Passover lambs over the fire pits on top
will pass through to strike the Egyptians; and
of Mt. Gerizim, as the Samaritans continue to
when He sees the blood on the lintel and on the
observe this rite each spring.   On a recent visit
two doorposts, the Lord will pass over [pasach]
to the Samaritan Passover service, I observed the
the door and not allow the destroyer to come into
two sticks of wood placed crosswise in the caryour houses to strike you.”  This core meaning of
cass of the lamb, holding it open so that it may be
Passover was to be passed on to successive generthoroughly roasted, and I could not help but recations after the time of the Exodus: “And it shall
ognize the very shape of the cross upon which the
be, when your children say to you, ‘What do you
Lamb of God hung.  I envisioned the fires of dimean by this service?’ that you shall say, ‘It is the
vine wrath (Psalm 89:46; ZephPassover sacrifice of the Lord,
Just
as
the
Lord
passed
aniah 1:18; Hebrews 12:25, 29)
who passed over [pasach] the
that were poured out upon Jehouses
of the children of Israover (i.e., delivered) those
sus, as he took upon himself the
el in Egypt when he struck the
who were covered by the
sins of the world and received
Egyptians and delivered our
blood of the Passover lamb,
the punishment we deserved
households’” (Exodus 12:27).
so
Christians
believe
that
(Isaiah 53:5–6).   In my imagination I could hear his plaintive
A Christian reading of this
He passes over (delivers)
cry at the hiding of the Father’s
central focus of Passover finds
all those in bondage to sin
face: “My God, my God, why
here a prefiguration of the subwho choose to be covered
have you forsaken me?” (Matstitutionary sacrifice of Jesus.  
by the blood of Jesus, the
thew 27:46; Mark 15:34; citing
Just as Israelites in Egypt were
Psalm 22:1).  God was propitispared and delivered from
Lamb of God.
ating His own wrath against sin
bondage as the Lord himself
by means of the blood of His Son.  Paul may have
provided a substitute—the Passover lamb—to
had this picture in mind when he wrote: “Being
protect them from the destroying angel, so all
justified freely by His grace though the redempmay be spared from eternal destruction and detion that is in Christ Jesus, whom God set forth
livered from bondage to sin  as the Lord Himself
to be a propitiation by His blood, through faith”
provided a Substitute, Jesus the Lamb of God.   
(Romans 3:24).
Just as the Lord passed over (i.e., delivered) those
who were covered by the blood of the Passover
The central meaning of this feast for the Christian
lamb, so Christians believe that He passes over
is encapsulated in the term by which the feast is
(delivers) all those in bondage to sin who choose
named—“Passover,” in Hebrew, pesach.  The verb
to be covered by the blood   of Jesus, the Lamb
pasach, in the context of Exodus  12, means “to
of God.   Paul summarizes: “In Him [Christ Jepass or spring over.”  God announced to Moses, “I
sus] we have redemption through His blood, the
 SHABBAT SHALOM

forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of His
grace” (Ephesians 1:7).
7.  A time of joy.  The people of Israel came out of
Egypt, redeemed by the blood of the lamb, and as
they experienced the deliverance from Pharaoh’s
armies in the parting of the Red Sea, they sang a
great song of joy—the Song of Moses (Exodus
15).  The Passover in each successive generation
was to be a memorial of this time of joyous deliverance (Exod 13:8–10).   Later generations of
Israelites in biblical times experienced such Passover joy.  For example, in the time of Hezekiah,
the feast of Passover and Unleavened Bread was
kept “with great gladness. . . . The whole congregation of Judah rejoiced. . . . So there was great joy
in Jerusalem” (2 Chronicles 30:21, 25, 26).
Christians look forward to a final joyous fulfillment of the Passover in the messianic kingdom,
as Jesus promised at the Last (paschal) Supper
before his death: “I will not drink of this fruit of
the vine from now on until that day when I drink
it new with you in My father’s kingdom” (Matthew 26:29).  In every celebration of the Lord’s
Supper Christians “proclaim the Lord’s death
till He comes” (1 Corinthians 11:26).  And when
he comes, in the Father’s kingdom, on the “sea of
glass,” reminiscent of the Red Sea of the Exodus,
the redeemed will sing “the song of Moses” with
its accompanying stanza “the song of the Lamb”
(Revelation 15:3), and they will partake of that
ultimate messianic Passover meal, the “marriage
supper of the Lamb” (Revelation 19:9).   Christians eagerly await that day!

3For

support of this chronology of the last week
of Jesus’ life, see, e.g., F. D. Nichol, ed., The Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary, rev. ed.
(Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1979),
233.
4For Jewish sources giving evidence of these
two interpretations, see especially, Jack Finegan,
Handbook of Biblical Chronology: Principles of
Time Reckoning in the Ancient World and Problems of Chronology in the Bible, rev. ed. (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson, 1998), 12.
5John Durham aptly notes, “The penalty for the
violation of this restriction, exclusion from the
community of Israel, suggests a level of jeopardy far more serious than a need for haste in the
preparation of a meal” (Exodus, Word Biblical
Commentary, vol. 3 [Waco, TX: Word Books,
1987], 159).
6Ibid.
7Note, e.g., Ber. 17a: “leaven represents the evil
impulse of the heart.”   Cf. Gen. R. 34:12.   For
additional post-biblical Jewish references, see
Nahum Sarna, Exodus, The JPS Torah Commentary, vol. 2 (New York: Jewish Publication
Society, 1991), 58, 245 (n. 44).
8See George Balentine, “Death of Christ as a
New Exodus,” Review and Expositor 59 (1962):
27–41.

1Richard

M. Davidson, “The Peace of Passover,”
Shabbat Shalom, June 1994, 17–18.
2Biblical citations are from the NKJV unless otherwise indicated.
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The
Passover
Seder

T

he Passover Seder is one of the most
widely observed of all Jewish customs,
and at the center of every Seder is a
Seder plate. Because of the popularity of the Passover Seder, and because
of the Seder plate’s central position in
its observance, the plate has become a
very common outlet for Jewish artistic
expression.

10 SHABBAT SHALOM

Most Seder plates have six dishes for the six
symbols of the Passover Seder. These are:
Maror (bitter herbs)
Karpas (vegetable)
Chazeret (bitter vegetable)
Charoset (apple, nut, spice, and wine mixture)
Zeroa (shankbone)
Beitzah (egg)

Some Seder plates have only five dishes because
the second bitter herb (or bitter vegetable) is
omitted.

Maror

Bitter herbs (usually horseradish) symbolize
the bitterness of Egyptian slavery. The maror is
often dipped in charoset to reduce its sharpness.
Maror is used in the Seder because of the commandment (in Numbers 9:11) to eat the paschal
lamb “with unleavened bread and bitter herbs.”
Some prefer mild horseradish at the Seder;
others say that it doesn’t serve its purpose (to
remind us of the bitterness of slavery) unless it’s
hot enough to bring tears to the eyes.

Karpas

Vegetable (usually parsley) is dipped into salt
water during the Seder. The salt water represents the tears shed during Egyptian slavery.
The dipping of a vegetable as an appetizer is
said to date back to biblical times. It may now be
identified with biblical description of the Hebrew slaves marking their doorposts at the time
SHABBAT SHALOM 11

of the first Passover. A bunch of hyssop was
to be dipped in the blood of the paschal lamb
and used to strike the lintel and the doorposts
(Exodus 12:22) so that the tenth plague (death
of the firstborn) would not be visited upon their
households.

used by Hebrew slaves to build Egyptian structures. There are several variations in the recipe
for charoset. The Mishna describes a mixture of
fruits, nuts, and vinegar, for example. In order to
enhance the symbolism of mortar, it is customary in some communities to mix in a small
amount of sand. The charoset is sweet because
sweetness is symbolic of God’s kindness, which
was able to make even slavery more bearable. According to legend, the use of apples in charoset
stems from Pharaoh’s decree that all male Hebrew children were to be killed at birth. Mothers
would go out to the orchards to give birth, and
thus save their babies (at least temporarily) from
the Egyptian soldiers.

Chazeret

Bitter Vegetable (often lettuce) is often used
in addition to the maror as a bitter herb. The
authorities are divided on the requirement of
chazeret, so not all communities use it. Since
the commandment (in Numbers 9:11) to eat
the paschal lamb “with unleavened bread and
bitter herbs” uses the plural (“bitter herbs”) most
Seder plates have a place for chazeret. Some
use a green vegetable (such as lettuce - as long
as lettuce is not also used for karpas), some use
the green top of a bitter herb, while some use a
second bitter (such as raddish) for the chazeret.

Charoset

Apple, nuts, and spices ground together and
mixed with wine are symbolic of the mortar
12 SHABBAT SHALOM

Zeroa

The shankbone is symbolic of the Paschal lamb
offered as the Passover sacrifice in biblical times.
In some communities, it is common to use a
chicken neck in place of the shankbone. Vegetarian households often use beets for the shankbone on the seder plate. The red beets symbolize
the blood of the Paschal lamb, which was used
to mark the lintel and doorposts of the houses
during the first Passover (Exodus 12:22).

Rabbinic wisdom

Beitzah

The roasted egg is symbolic of the festival sacrifice made in biblical times. On Passover, an additional sacrifice (the Paschal lamb) was offered
as well. The egg is also a traditional symbol of
mourning, and has been interpreted by some as
a symbolic mourning for the loss of the Temple.
Since the destruction of the Temple in the year
70 C.E., neither the festival sacrifice nor the special passover sacrifice could be offered. It is also a
symbol of spring - the season in which Passover
is always celebrated. In many households, it is
customary to use a brown egg on the seder plate.
The egg should be baked or roasted if possible.

“On the last days of Passover, the
Jew sings the song of Moses; the
Rabbis said that song does not only
refer to the song that Moses sang in
the past, but also to the song that
Israel will sing in the Kingdom of
God. The biblical text does not say
‘then Moses sang,’ but ‘...then Moses will sing’—and here we find the
proof of resurrection in the Torah.”
(Sanhedrin, 91b).

During the Seder four glasses of wine are
poured to represent the four stages of the
exodus mentioned in Exodus 12:6-7: freedom,
deliverance, redemption, and release. A fifth cup
of wine is poured and placed on the Seder table.
This is the Cup of Elijah, an offering for the
Prophet Elijah. During the Seder the door to
the home is opened to invite the Prophet Elijah
in.
After the meal is eaten, the children search for
the Afikomen, the hidden matzah. The Seder is
finished when the children have found the Afikomen and everyone has eaten a piece.
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Creation
By Jacques B. Doukhan
1. Why does the Bible begin with the Creation
story?
“God created the heavens and the earth” (Genesis
1:1).
“Faith is being sure of what we hope for. It is being
certain of what we do not see” (Hebrews 11:1).
Creation is the first “article of faith” in the Ani ma
amin Jewish creed, written by Maimonides: “I believe with a firm and perfect faith that God is the
Creator of all things.”
2. What is the first lesson of Creation?
“Come, let us bow down and worship Him. Let us
fall on our knees in front of the Lord our Maker”
(Psalm 95:6; cf. Revelation 14:7).
“Aleinu lesabeiah le Adon ha-kol. Lateit gdulah
leyotser bereisheet. It is our duty to praise the Lord
of all, to proclaim the greatness of the Creator of
the universe” (Aleinu prayer).
3. What is the most compelling evidence of
God’s existence?
“The heavens tell about the glory of God. The skies
show that His hands created them” (Psalm 19:1; cf.
Genesis 1:1)
Upon observing the syntax of the first verse (Genesis 1:1), the Midrash concludes that the creation
(bara) leads to the encounter with God (Elohim).
See Yalkut R. Samuel ISP 184: “I exist, therefore
God exists.”
4. How did God create the world?
“He spoke, and the world came into being. He commanded, and it stood firm” (Psalm 33:9; cf. Genesis 1:3).
“God created the world by a word, instantaneously, without toil and pains” (Bereshit Rabbah
3, 2). “The world was created by ten divine words
. . . for the first act was enough for all the creation”
(m. Pirkey Abot 5.1).
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5. How long did God take to create our universe?
“In six days I made the heavens and the earth. I
made the oceans and everything in them. But I rested on the seventh day. So I blessed the Sabbath day
and made it holy” (Exodus 20:11).
6. How does the Bible describe each work of
creation?
“God said, ‘Let the water under the sky be gathered
into one place. Let dry ground appear.’ And that’s
exactly what happened. God called the dry ground
land. He called the waters that were gathered together oceans. And God saw that it was good” (Genesis
1:9-10; cf. vss. 12-31).
“Everything that God fashioned was perfect, as
all His dealings with men are just and right. It
is not for men to imagine improvements in His
creation” (Sifre Deuteronomy, per. 397).
7. What kind of days are the days of the Creation week?
“God called the light day. He called the darkness
night. There was evening, and there was morning. It
was day one” (Genesis 1:5; cf. vss. 8, 13ff.).
See Rashi (in Miqraoth Gdoloth): “The symmetry
of the text would have required first day, like for
the following days, second, third, fourth. Why
was it written ‘one’? Because God was one.”
8. How did God proceed to mark days and seasons?
“God made two great lights. He made the larger light
to rule over the day. He made the smaller light to
rule over the night. He also made the stars” (Genesis
1:16; cf. vss. 4, 5).
9. What lessons about God can we learn from
the Creation story?
“God (Elohim) created the heavens and the earth”

(Genesis 1:1).
“At that time, bushes had not appeared on the earth.
Plants had not come up in the fields. The Lord God
(YHWH) had not sent rain on the earth. And
there wasn’t any man to work the ground” (Genesis
2:5).
“Elohim is the name of God when He exercises
justice . . . YHWH is the name of God when He
exercises mercy” (see Rashi, Miqraoth Gdoloth).

13. How is faith in Creation implied in the biblical hope?
“I will create new heavens and a new earth. The
things that have happened before will not be remembered. They will not even enter your minds. So be
glad and full of joy forever because of what I will create. I will cause others to take delight in Jerusalem.
They will be filled with joy when they see its people”
(Isaiah 65:17-18).

10. What was God’s purpose in creating the
world?
“God saw everything He had made. And it was very
good. There was evening, and there was morning. It
was day six” (Genesis 1:31).
“Rabbi Aibo said of God: ‘It is like a king who
has filled His palace with enjoyments; if he has
no visitors, what pleasure does he derive from
them? Thus when the angels objected to the creation of man, God replied: And of what use are
all the good things I have created, unless men are
there to enjoy them?’” (Bereshit Rabbah 8, 5).

14. What is the Jewish or the New Testament
ritual that points to the biblical event of Creation?
“Jesus answered, ‘What I’m about to tell you is true.
No one can enter God’s kingdom without being born
through water and the Holy Spirit’” ( John 3:5; Romans 6:1-4), Tevilah: Yevamot 46b; Keritot 9a.
In both traditions the total immersion of the
person is required for the proselyte before he or
she joins. In both traditions the act of immersion
symbolizes recreation and new commitment to
God and the Torah (see Maimonides, Mishneh
Torah, Issuaray Biah 13:5 and Colossians 2:12).

11. What should be the human response to the
fact that God created the world?
“You love your wife. So enjoy life with her. Do it all
the days of this meaningless life God has given you
on earth. That’s what He made you for. That’s what
you get for all your hard work on earth” (Ecclesiastes 9:9). – Enjoy life!
“God blessed the seventh day and made it holy. He
rested on it. After he had created everything, He rested from all of the work He had done” (Genesis 2:3;
cf. Exodus 20:10-11). – Keep the Sabbath!
12. How did the Marcionite rejection of the
God of Creation affect the Jewish-Christian
separation?
“There were, in Marcion’s view, two gods. The
one, creator of the world and all that is in it,
was the god of the Jewish Bible. The other, the
redeemer deity, was radically different: a god of
mercy rather than justice, of love and compassion, utterly separate from the creator god and
wholly unknown until revealed by Jesus” (Steven
G. Wilson, Related Strangers, p. 211).
“The separation of law and gospel is the primary
and principal exploit of Marcion” (Marc. 1.19).

15 What lesson is suggested through the way
the Bible begins and ends?
“God created the heavens and the earth” (Genesis
1:1).
“Cyrus, the king of Persia, says, ‘The Lord is the God
of heaven. He has given me all of the kingdoms on
the earth. He has appointed me to build a temple for
Him at Jerusalem in Judah. Any one of His people
among you can go up to Jerusalem’” (2 Chronicles
36:23).
“I will send you the prophet Elijah. He will come
before the day of the Lord arrives. It will be a great
and terrifying day. Elijah will teach parents how to
love their children. He will also teach children how
to honor their parents. If that does not happen, I will
come. And I will put a curse on the land” (Malachi
4:5-6).
“In the beginning, the Word was already there.
The Word was with God, and the Word was God”
( John1:1).
“He who gives witness to witness to these things says,
‘Yes. I am coming soon.’ Amen. Come, Lord Jesus”
(Revelation 22:20).
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Baptism
By Amram Elofer
President of the Seventh-day Adventist
Congregation in Israel and Director of the
Adventist-Jewish Friendship Center

T

it” (Exodus 30:18). The priests were required to
he word baptism is for Jews a foreign
wash their feet and their hands every time they
term, a Christian word which has nothentered the Tabernacle (Exodus 40:31). They
ing to do with Judaism. In the same tomust be clean and purified before entering the
ken, Christians don’t realize that when they imHoly Place. This process of purification by wamerse (baptize) people to mark a new life with
ter was used on different occasions by the Jewish
God, they are performing a very Jewish act, a
ritual that is very meaningful for the Jews. The
people. It was used for physical as well as spiritual
uncleanness. The books of Leviticus and Numpurpose of this article is to demonstrate that
bers in the Torah are full of references to this
Christian and Jewish immersion proceed from
the same biblical tradition, but Yeshua gave a new
ritual.1
meaning to his own immerThe symbol of water is
sion in Matthew 3:13-17 that
Today, Jews and Christians
important because it
has to be taken into account by
use the symbol of immersion
Christians when they imitate
for welcoming converts within
reminds everyone of the
the example of their Messiah.
their communities. The Talmiracle of creation.
mud says: “for R. Johanan said:
The Origin of Baptism or Immersion
A Gentile is never to be regarded as a proselyte
The act of immersion is very well known in both
until he is both circumcised and immersed, and
Judaism and Christianity. Jews call this act the tesince he has not undergone immersion he is a
vila performed in the mikve, while Christians call
Gentile” (Avodah Zarah 59a). This total immerit baptism performed in a baptistery. Water has
sion symbolizes some kind of death of the old life
always been a symbol of purification and cleansand a resurrection to the new life. The symbol of
ing. When God commanded Moses to build the
water is important because it reminds everyone
sanctuary, he said: “Make a bronze basin, with its
of the miracle of creation. According to Genesis,
bronze stand, for washing. Place it between the
the earth was immersed in water, “And God made
Tent of Meeting and the altar, and put water in
the firmament, and divided the waters which were
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under the firmament from the waters which were
Rashi in his commentary on the Guemara adds
above the firmament: and it was so” (Genesis 1:7).
that as well as being a perfectly righteous man,
In this case the new life of a believer is compared
he will know, just before his revelation, the most
to the process of creation. He
terrible sufferings. According
In
this
case
the
new
life
of
a
or she is a new creature. Excato the expression of our sages,
believer
is
compared
to
the
vations in very ancient cities in
“three measures of sufferings
Israel demonstrate the same
were
introduced in the world;
process of creation.
idea. When we visit such places
the first for the patriarchs, the
as Qumran or Massada, we see many mikve for
second one for the period of persecutions and the
immersion. Each of these mikve has a stair to go
third one will be for the Mashiach.” “Why will it
down into it, and the stairs were built with exbe so? Because before revealing the highest peractly seven steps to remind us of the seven days
fection in the world, the Messiah would redeem
of creation.
his generation from their sins. It is through the
suffering of the Messiah that this will be done.
For Christians, this act of toThat’s why, said the Alcheh,
tal immersion originates two
“he will accept them with joy.”
And the Maharal of Prague
thousand years ago when John
the Baptist (Yochanan Hasaid that the Messiah will sufmatbil in Hebrew) started to
fer because it will be time to
immerse people in the Jordan
make all evil disappear from
River just before the appearthis world. That is the task of
ance of Yeshua. In reading the
the Messiah.2
gospel we notice that the Jews
who came to him were not
So, if the Messiah is a perfect
man without any sin, why
surprised by the immersion.
This mikveh was located to the south of the
They did not ask him to ex- Temple close to the Huldah gate. It dates back
did he come to Yochanan to
plain what this new practice to the time of John the Baptist.
be baptized? This question is
on every Christian’s lips. The
was. They were surprised by
the fact that Yochanan, who was not known as a
most common answer is that Yeshua came to
rabbi or someone with authority, dared to “bapYochanan to be baptized to provide an example.
tize” people openly. “Why then do you baptize if
In that way, nobody who believed that Yeshua is
you are not the Christ, nor Elijah, nor the Prophthe Mashiach, and that perfect man described by
et?” ( John 1:25).
Rashi, can say, “I don’t need to be baptized.” But
this explanation isn’t really satisfying. There must
be something else.
The Baptism of Yeshua
According to Jewish and Christian traditions,
immersion or baptism is a symbolic act of purifiWhen we read the biblical account of Yeshua’s imcation—spiritual purification of sins. Christians
mersion in Matthew 3:13-17, we learn that when
claim that Yeshua is the Messiah, and according
Yeshua came to Yochanan, Yochanan recognized
to Jewish and Christian tradition, the Messiah
him (in fact, he was his cousin). He knew that Yehas to live a perfect life and is to reveal that pershua was the Mashiach and he knew that he did
fection to the world.
not need to be immersed. Yochanan even recogSHABBAT SHALOM 17

nized his own sinful nature and said to Yeshua: “I
need to be immersed by you, and do you come to
me?” (Matthew 3:14). Yeshua answered with this
strange sentence: “Let it be so now; it is proper
for us to do this to fulfill all righteousness.” Then
Yochanan consented (Matthew 3:15). What is
the meaning of the statement “it is proper for us
to do this to fulfill all righteousness”?

The consecration or ordination of Aaron was
done through two symbolic acts. First, he was
washed with water; second, he was anointed with
oil on his head. If we come back to the baptism
of Yeshua, we discover that he was washed in the
water of the Jordan River, “As soon as Jesus was
baptized, he went up out of the water.” And then
we read a very interesting fact, “At that moment
heaven was opened, and he saw the Ruach HaKodesh descending like a dove and lighting on
him. And a voice from heaven said, ‘This is my
Son, whom I love; with him I am well pleased’”
(Matthew 3:16-17). The Spirit of God, the
Ruach Ha-Kodesh who was symbolized during
the ordination of Aaron by the anointed oil, came
literally upon Yeshua and confirmed him as the
Messiah and the “Son of God.”

According to Christians, the entire life of Yeshua from his birth (Isaiah 7:14) to his death and
resurrection (Isaiah 53) as well as his mission
was symbolized in the Tanach. Yeshua himself
confirmed that idea when he declared: “Do not
think that I have come to abolish the Torah or
the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them
but to fulfill them” (Matthew 5:17). Yeshua said
to Yochanan, “it is proper for us
According to Jewish and
to do this to fulfill all righteousConsequently, we must underChristian
traditions,
imness.” What was fulfilled by Yestand the immersion of Yeshua
shua when he was baptized?
mersion or baptism is a
not only as an example for each
one
of us, but really as the spesymbolic act of purificacial moment of his ordination
The writing of the first apostles
tion—spiritual purification
as High Priest of the new covexplains that Yeshua is not only
of
sins.
enant between God and Israel
the Messiah but also the new
high priest. Indeed, in the letter to the Hebrews
his people. That’s why the sacrifices in the temple
stopped two thousand years ago. The Levitical
we read: “For this reason he had to be made like
system was not necessary anymore because the
his brothers in every way, in order that he might
Messiah had come, fulfilled the sacrifices by his
become a merciful and faithful high priest in service to God, and that he might make atonement
own sacrifice, and then started his service as High
for the sins of the people” (Hebrews 2:17). To say
Priest in the heavenly sanctuary from where he
that Yeshua is our High Priest is to compare him
will come as the glorious Messiah at the end of
to Aaron who was the first High Priest of Israel.
time to establish the olam haba’a or the kingdom
It is interesting to read in Leviticus that Aaron
of God.
was ordained to his service as High Priest by Moses in this way: “Moses said to the assembly, ‘This
What is the Meaning of Immersion for the Beis what the LORD has commanded to be done.’
lievers in Yeshua?
Then Moses brought Aaron and his sons forward
and washed them with water… He poured some
Each believer is ordained as a minister
of the anointing oil on Aaron’s head and anointed
him to consecrate him” (Leviticus 8:5, 6, 12).
In the first chapter of the book of Revelation, we
have the appearance of an angel to the apostle
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be a priest for Yeshua. In his first letter he said:
“but you are…a royal priesthood…that you may
declare the praises of him who called you out of
darkness into his wonderful light (1 Peter 2:9).
Our mission as believers is to proclaim to the
world that Yeshua is the Messiah, the one who
called us to his light.

Yochanan. Before giving Yochanan a vision, the
angel tells him that Yeshua “has made us to be
a kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father…” (Revelation 1:6). Exactly as the people
of Israel were a nation of priests—“You will be
for me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation”
(Exodus 19:6)—each disciple of Yeshua who entered into the new covenant as a believer became
a priest. Exactly as in the Tanach the Levites were
ordained as priests; the believers in Yeshua are
ordained, following the example of Yeshua, at the
very moment of their immersion or baptism.

Yeshua amplified what was already said prophetically in the Tanach: “‘The time is coming,’ declares
the LORD,‘when I will make a new covenant with
the house of Israel and with the house of Judah….
This is the covenant I will make with the house of
Israel after that time,’ declares the LORD. ‘I will
put my law in their minds and write it on their
hearts. I will be their God, and they will be my
people’” ( Jeremiah 31:31, 33). For Israel, the immersion is a symbol of purification and a new life.
For the disciples of Yeshua, immersion is also a
symbol of their purification and of their new life
as priests (cohanim) of the new covenant.

Ordination is confirmed by the power and the gift of
the Ruach Ha-Kodesh
When Yeshua was immersed the Ruach HaKodesh came upon him and “immersed” him with
the power of God. That’s why Isaiah said prophetically: “The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is
on me, because the LORD has anointed me to
preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to
bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim freedom
for the captives and release from darkness for the
prisoners…” (Isaiah 61:1). Yochanan Hamatbil
knew that in advance, because he not only said
that he was “not the Mashiach” ( John 1:20) but
also added: “I immerse you with water, but he will
immerse you with the Ruach Ha-Kodesh” (Mark
1:8). It is a promise from the Tanach: “I will no
longer hide my face from them, for I will pour
out my Spirit on the house of Israel, declares the
Sovereign LORD” (Ezekiel 39:29). And from
the Brit Hachadasha: “Peter replied, ‘Repent and
be immersed, every one of you, in the name of
Yeshua Ha-Mashiach for the forgiveness of your
sins. And you will receive the gift of the Ruach
Ha-Kodesh. The promise is for you and your
children and for all who are far off—for all whom
the Lord our God will call” (Acts 2:38-39).

Lev. 6:27; Lev. 11:25-28, 40; Lev. 13:6, 34; Lev.
14:8, 9; 47; Lev. 15:5-13, 21-27; Lev. 16:26-28; Lev.
17:15, 16; Num. 5:23; Num. 8:7; Num. 19:7-10,
19-21; Num. 31:24.
2 French Lubavitch magazine, Mashiach Maintenant
58, 22 July 1993, p. 3.
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Later Shim’on-Peter explained what it means to
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The Jewish Roots of the
Christian Communion Service
By Roy E. Gane, Ph.D
Professor of Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near
Eastern Languages

By learning where the components of Communion
come from, we can better understand its meaning.
The Last Supper took place on the occasion of
the Jewish Passover, and the Communion service
is rooted in Passover.  Yeshua selected some key
aspects of Passover and added some other ingredients, thereby creating a powerful new service.  
By learning where the components of Communion come from, we can better understand its
meaning.
Foot Washing
When Yeshua was about to wash Peter’s feet, his
words ( John 13:10) make it clear that the physical washing does more than wash away physical
dirt; it symbolizes moral cleansing.  In this sense,
the foot washing is like baptism, which also uses
washing with water to symbolize washing away
sin (cf. Romans 6:2-3).
It must be assumed that all of Yeshua’s disciples
had been baptized before the foot washing which
took place at the Last Supper.   A number of
Yeshua’s disciples had been disciples of John the
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Baptist ( John 1:35ff.) and presumably had been
baptized by John.   Furthermore, when Yeshua’s
ministry began, his disciples were engaged in
baptizing other people ( John 3:22; 4:2).
If the disciples had already undergone symbolic
purification by baptism, why did they need the
additional purification of foot washing?   The
same question could be asked with reference to
us: If we are already baptized, why do we need

further purification?  The answer is found by inbread?   The answer is that in Communion we
vestigating Exodus 30:17-21.  This passage states
not only eat sacred food and sacred drink; we are
that before a priest entered the Tent of the sanctualso participants in a ritual which involves special
ary or officiated at the outer altar, he was required
interaction with God.   Thus, we need a special
to purify himself by washing his hands and feet
degree of preparatory purification which only the
with water drawn from the laver.  But he had to
priests in ancient Israel were required to receive.  
be free from any specific ritual impurity (such as
In a sense this fulfills God’s promise to make His
a genital flow or contact with a corpse; see, for
people “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation”
example, Leviticus 15:1-18, Numbers 19:11-22)
(Exodus 19:6, RSV).
before this purification with
The foot washing instituted
laver water.   Even if on the
As mentioned above, Yeshua
by Yeshua must be like the
previous day he had purified
took the foot washing both
himself from a ritual impufrom the priestly purification
priestly purification of hands
rity by immersing himself in
with laver water and from a
and feet in the sense that it
water, he was still required to
custom of his own day: the
prepares
for
a
special
reliwash his hands and feet with
washing of a master’s feet by
gious experience.
laver water before entering
his servant.   Yeshua refers to
the sacred Tent or officiating
the humble service of a servant
at the altar.  The priest was already basically pure
in John 13:12-16.  What is remarkable about Yeshua’s action is its context in the Passover service.  
through total immersion in water, which is the
forerunner to baptism, but he needed a higher
In Roman times, free persons reclined while eatdegree of ritual purity to prepare for a higher deing.  Since Passover celebrated deliverance from
gree of interaction with God.
Egyptian bondage, all Jews, whatever their social
status, ate Passover in a reclining position to celSo the foot washing instituted by Yeshua must
ebrate their freedom.  That Yeshua and his discibe like the priestly purification of hands and feet
ples reclined at the Last Supper is shown by John
in the sense that it prepares for a special religious
13:23, 25, referring to the beloved disciple, i.e.,
experience.  But two questions arise:
John, lying close to Yeshua’s chest.   Thus, when
1. Why did Yeshua wash only the disciples’
John 13:4 says that Yeshua “rose from supper” to
feet?  Why not their hands as well?  The answer
wash the disciples’ feet, he rose from a reclining
to this is found in the fact that Yeshua did not
position.  Then he did something that a free man
simply take the foot washing from the priestly
would not do: he washed his disciples’ feet.
purification, but also from the service of slaves to
their masters.
Yeshua’s point was that while we are delivered
2. A priest who was free from any specific
from bondage to sin through his redeeming
ritual impurity, and who was not about to engage
sacrifice, just as the Israelites at the time of the
in ritual service, could eat sacred food (such as
first Passover were delivered from bondage to
portions from the offerings of the Israelites; see
Pharaoh, Christians are servants of one another.  
Leviticus 22:1-7) without the additional purifiPassover was Independence Day, the equivalent
of the American Fourth of July, when the birth of
cation of hands and feet.  So why must we have
the additional purification of foot washing before
the Israelite nation was celebrated.  Communion
consuming the sacred Communion wine and
is Independence Day for Christians, celebratSHABBAT SHALOM 21

ing the beginning of the New Covenant era, but
it is also Memorial Day when Yeshua’s death is
remembered, and in addition, it is “Interdependence Day,” when we reaffirm our commitments
to one another.

to an “eternal covenant” between God and the Israelites as a whole during the wilderness period is
in Exodus 31:16-17, where the Sabbath, the memorial of Creation, is called an eternal covenant.  
The “bread of the presence” offering, consisting of twelve loaves plus frankincense, is placed
Even at the end of Yeshua’s ministry on earth,
upon the golden table inside the sanctuary to
the disciples needed to be reminded of the imacknowledge the dependence of the twelve tribes
portance of humility and service.  That very night
of Israel upon God as their resident Creator-Proat the Last Supper, a “dispute also arose among
vider.  He continues to sustain His creatures (cf.
them, which of them was to be regarded as the
Psalms 104:14-15; 145:15-16; Job 12:10; Daniel
greatest” (Luke 22:24, RSV).  Yeshua corrected
5:23), but admits no dependence upon human
them with words (Luke 22:25-27), but he did
beings (Psalm 50:12-13).   Therefore, when the
more than that; he set up a tangible object lesson
bread is removed from the table, it is consumed
for them and for us too, an Ordinance of Humilby the priests (Leviticus 24:9).  So the covenant
ity.  Thus, Yeshua took a munexpressed through the “bread
The covenant expressed
dane act, which was not part of
of the presence” offering is one
the Passover service, and addin which God resides with His
through the “bread of the
ed it to the symbolic ritual in
people and gives them life.
presence” offering is one in
order to make a special point,
which God resides with His
thereby transforming the overWine
people and gives them life
all meaning of the service.
Wine is not specified by Exodus 12 in the directions for the
Bread
original Passover service.  Where did Yeshua get
The bread which Yeshua used was, of course, unthe idea of using wine in the Communion serleavened Passover bread, as prescribed in Exovice?  It is true, of course, that by Yeshua’s day, the
dus 12:8.  However, Yeshua’s words in Matthew
Passover service included wine.  That is why the
26:26-28 hint at a connection with another kind
cup was on the table for Yeshua to use.  In fact,
of unleavened bread: the “bread of the presence”
according to rabbinic tradition which is followed
(so-called “shewbread”) which rested on the goldtoday, four cups of wine are drunk by each paren table inside the Israelite sanctuary.  The wine
ticipant at the Passover service.
is specifically called the “blood of the covenant.”  
The implication is that the bread, which is closely
But why should the drinking of wine have belinked to the wine in this service, also has to do
come part of the Passover service?  In Numbers
with the Covenant.
15:1-16, God specifies that certain kinds of sacrifices require accompanying cereal offerings and
Is there any other bread in the Bible which repredrink offerings of wine.  Since the Passover was a
sents a covenant?  Yes.  See Leviticus 24:8, referkind of sacrifice to which this rule applied, when
ring to the “bread of the presence.”  This bread is
the Israelites settled in the Promised Land and
the only offering at the sanctuary which is called
were required to slay their Passover sacrifices at
an eternal covenant.   It is no accident that it is
the central sanctuary (Deuteronomy 16:1-8),
renewed every Sabbath.  The only other reference
they would have been required to include with
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their lambs offerings of wine along with the unprescribed in Leviticus 4 by which Israelites releavened bread which was already specified by
ceived forgiveness.  But the words “my blood of
Exodus 12.   However, just as Passover lambs
the covenant” point back to Exodus 24:8, which
were not burned on the altar,
tells how Moses, at the time
When Christians repeat the
but rather consumed by the
of the covenant sacrifices,
Lord’s
supper
in
the
Comofferers, so the accompanying
took the blood of the sacribread and wine would also have
fices “and threw it upon the
munion service, they should
been consumed by the offerers.
people, and said, ‘Behold the
remember Passover. For
blood of the covenant which
when they remember PassIn Matthew 26:28, Yeshua called
the Lord has made with you
over,
they
remember
what
the Communion wine “my blood
in accordance with all these
of the covenant, which is poured
words’” (RSV).
Yeshua meant and therefore
out for many for the forgivethey remember him.
ness of sins” (RSV).  No literWhen Christians repeat the
al animal is sacrificed during Communion as it
Lord’s supper in the Communion service, they
was in the ancient Passover service.   So Yeshua
should remember Passover.   For when they reused bread and wine not simply as sacrificial acmember Passover, they remember what Yeshua
companiments, but to represent his body and
meant and therefore they remember him.
blood.  The idea that his blood is poured out for
the forgiveness of sins reminds us of the offerings
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“I Have Heard
Their Cry”
By Mathilde Frey
Editorial Assistant, Shabbat Shalom

The glaring sun cast long shadows in the desert
of Beersheba–the silhouette of a woman holding
a child against the barren sand. She ran as if in a
trance from hilltop to hilltop scanning the horizon and crying for help. Nothing, but hot wind
and dust blown into her face was the response.
Deadly fear overcame her as she recognized the
emptiness and turned away from the limp body
of the child. Suddenly, she heard an angel’s voice,
“What is the matter with you, Hagar? Do not
fear, for God has heard the voice of the lad where
he is” (Genesis 21:17). Not Hagar’s loud weeping,
but the whispering cry of the dying child reached
the heavens.
Hundreds of years later, God’s words sounded
very similar, “I have surely seen the affliction of
My people who are in Egypt, and have given heed
to their cry . . . for I am aware of their sufferings.
So I have come down to deliver them” (Exodus
3:7, 8). The biblical text suggests that it was the
cry of the afflicted people which led to the exodus.
The Sabbath commandment of the Book of the
Covenant which links these two events by an interesting Hebrew word-play reads as follows:
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Six days you shall do your work,
but on the seventh day you shall cease
so that your ox and your donkey may rest,
and the son of your maid servant and the stranger
may be refreshed.
(Exodus 23:12)
The unique value of this Sabbath commandment
is suggested by two components: by the motif of
the God who hears the cry of the afflicted and
by specific linguistic terms which refer to Israel’s
patriarchal history. The last verb used in this text
“be refreshed, breathe” relates to the cognate noun
“soul” (Hebrew: nephesh) found only three verses
above, “You shall not oppress a stranger, since you
yourselves know the nephesh [“feelings, live, soul”]
of a stranger, for you were strangers in the land
of Egypt” (Exodus 23:9). The resonance between
the verb and the noun highlights a similar experience: the soul of the stranger is exhausted, and it
is the responsibility of the Israelite householder as
one who knows about such weariness and depletion to provide distinct time for refreshment and
recreation. Moreover, Israel’s concern for the oppressed is taken as the human analogue of God’s
compassionate listening to the cry of the suffering people. This motif is fundamental to the entire book of Exodus, even appearing as trigger for
the exodus event, “The LORD said, I have surely
seen the affliction of My people who are in Egypt,
and have given heed to their cry” (Exodus 3:7).
By including the stranger into the realm of Sab-

bath rest, Exodus 23:12 goes along with the
Decalogue versions of Exodus 20:10 and Deuteronomy 5:14. Both mention the stranger as a
partaker of the Sabbath rest. However, Exodus
23:12 employs the term “stranger” (Hebrew: ger)
in an unusual way: unlike the Decalogue which
reads “your stranger,” Exodus 23:12 uses the
definite article and reads “the stranger” (Hebrew:
hager). Only here the sound allusion to the name
of the Egyptian maid servant, Hagar, is obvious
in the Hebrew text.

on Hagar would not be obvious for the reader.

It is also interesting to note that only in Genesis
21 the Hebrew term for Hagar as “maid servant”
is amah, just as Exodus 23:12 cites, “the son of
your maid servant,” but in Genesis 16 and 25
Hagar is called shipchah (“maid servant”). Also of
interest is the fact that Genesis 21 does not refer to Ishmael by name. In this chapter, he is “the
lad,” “her son,” or “son of the maid servant.” Yet, a
clear reference is made to the significance of the
name Ishmael by the words, “for God has heard
the voice of the lad” (Genesis 21:17) “Ishmael”
Another unusual expression in Exodus 23:12 is
bearing the meaning God hears. It seems that by
“the son of your maid servant.” In the Decalogue
the omission of the name, but by pointing out
the servants of the Israelite household called to
it’s meaning, the text stresses the motif of God’s
rest on the seventh day are the “male servant” and
compassionate listening to the cry of the one who
the “female servant.” Yet, the Sabbath commandment in Exodus 23:12 varies by the phrase “the
is about to die. Yet, an even more subtle rhetoric
son of your maid servant.” Interestingly, the only
of Hagar’s story is that she—the Egyptian maid
other occurrences in the
servant—is never called a
By
alluding
to
the
story
of
Hagar
Pentateuch are found in
stranger, rather Abraham
the story of Hagar and
sojourns in the land and
and Ishmael, the Sabbath comIshmael’s expulsion from
calls himself “a stranger
mandment is linked to patriarchal
the household of Abra(ger) and a sojourner”
times
and
founded
in
God’s
comham, where Ishmael is
(Gen 23:4).
passionate
listening
to
the
outcry
of
twice called “son of the
maid servant” (Genesis
The conclusion seems to
the oppressed.
21:10, 13). Even the idea
be: by alluding to the story
of God who hears the cry of the afflicted appears
of Hagar and Ishmael, the Sabbath commandin this narrative in the words, “God has heard the
ment is linked to patriarchal times and founded
voice of the lad” (Genesis 21:17).
in God’s compassionate listening to the outcry of
the oppressed. The human response then, is to
The Sabbath commandment in Exodus 23:12
take responsibility for the same kinds of people,
prepares the reader for hearing the pun, first, by
the servant and the socially marginal ones, whom
providing the idea of God’s compassionate listenGod cared for, as He did for Hagar and Ishmael
ing as context, and second, by using unusual linand the Israelite slaves in Egypt. The Sabbath
guistic terms like, “the son of your maid servant”
commandment implies that man’s role is not
(as allusion to Ishmael, the son of Hagar) and “the
fulfilled by worshiping the God of heaven or by
stranger” (hager) instead of “your stranger” (as
relating only to his own kind. The Sabbath calls
for the care of hardworking animals and the outsound allusion to the name of Hagar). If Exodus
23:12 had ended with “your stranger” (Hebrew:
cast, the pariah of the community, not to gather
gerchah) like the Decalogue does, the word-play
strength for the following weekdays but to have
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the opportunity to “breathe,” to live. The verb
used to describe the condition of the one who
is likely the most rejected, “the son of your maid
servant,” on the Sabbath day is “to be refreshed,
to breathe.” By applying this verb to Himself in
another Sabbath text (Exodus 31:17), God expresses self-identification with the marginalized
and most burdened members of the society. The
responsibility lies in the ceasing and resting of the
householder. When he allows the servant and the
stranger to breathe, to rest, to live, he himself recognizes the value of equality, “I am a stranger and
a sojourner among you” (Genesis 23:8).
The Hebrew Bible uses the term “son of the
maid servant” also in the book of Psalms (Psalms
86:16; 116:2-16). The Psalmist alludes to both
Genesis 21 and Exodus 23 calling himself “son of
your maid servant” who cries out in distress and
danger of life and the Lord inclined His ear and
loosed his bonds. The Psalm culminates in the
words, “Return to your rest, O my soul [nephesh],

for the LORD has dealt bountifully with you”
(116:7). All significant characteristics of the Sabbath commandment are included in this Psalm:
the motif of God’s compassionate listening and
the linguistic elements of the Sabbath commandment, “rest,” “soul,” and “son of your maid servant.”
In his famous book on the Sabbath, Abraham
Heschel mentions Philo’s understanding of the
Sabbath, which speaks of men’s relaxation from
continuous and unending toil in order to send
them out renewed to their old activities. Heschel
points out that this understanding is not in the
spirit of the Bible but in the spirit of Aristotle,
where relaxation is for the sake of activity, for the
sake of the work days. The biblical meaning is the
contrary: labor is the means toward an end and
the Sabbath’s first intent is not for the purpose of
recovering from weekday work; rather the weekdays are for the sake of Sabbath, and the Sabbath
is for the sake of life (The Sabbath, 14).
.

Return to your rest, O my soul,
For the LORD has dealt bountifully
with you
(Psalm 116:7).
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Passover and Easter:
The Symbolic Structuring of Sacred Seasons
Paul F. Bradshaw, ed.
University of Notre
Dame Press, Indiana,
1999
224 pp., $25.00
Passover and Easter appears in two volumes in
the series Two Liturgical
Traditions. Jewish and Christian scholars explore
the history of the two celebrations, paying particular attention to similarities and connections
between them as well as to differences and contrasts. They not only present a convenient summary of current historical thought but also open
up new perspectives on the evolution of these
observances.
The volume Passover and Easter: Origin and History to Modern Times, focuses especially on the
origins and early development of the feasts and
on the ways that established practices which have
changed in recent years. The volume Passover and
Easter: The Symbolic Structuring of Sacred Seasons,
focuses on the contexts in which they occur–the
periods of preparation for the feasts in the respective calendars and their connection to Shavuot/
Pentecost–as well as to their traditional expression in art and music. At the same time, the essays
raise fundamental questions about the future.
Have modern human beings so lost the sense of
sacred time in their lives, for instance, that these
great feasts can never again be what they once
were for former generations of believers? And
what about recent attempts by some Christians

to enter into their heritage by celebrating a Jewish
Seder as part of their annual Easter services?
Specialists and general readers alike will find
much to interest and challenge them within these
two additions to this highly regarded series in the
world of liturgical scholarship.
Passage to Pesach:
Preparing for Passover Through Text
and Tradition
Frances Weinman
Schwartz
UAHC Press, New
York, 2003
234 pp., $14.95
Passage to Pesach provides a way to prepare for Passover on a spiritual
and intellectual level by discerning the meaning
of the sacred texts and by broadening the understanding of traditional symbols and activities
surrounding Passover practices. The first part is
a historical survey of Passover. The second part
focuses on the five special Shabbatot that lead to
the Passover Seder, with their additional Torah
and Haftarah readings.  After a look at the development of the Haggadah, the third part examines the Seder itself through themes of the cups
of wine associated with the Seder meal. Reading
this book will help to understand that Passover
is more than matzah and the symbols and activities associated with the feast. The purpose of this
book is to encourage an enriched and text-based
understanding of the rituals performed at the
Feast of Passover.
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